
Amplify your

with AI
SEO



Artificial Intelligence has totally shaken things up, changing how things function
in different fields – and SEO is right there in the mix! Getting your website's SEO

into high gear is actually a breeze – all you need are some cool tools
and a bit of curious digging.

Wondering how it all works?
Get ready to check out a bunch of awesome tools we’ve lined up for you!



If you're trying to watch your wallet and want to keep some cash in your pocket,
this tool is a total win. With the free version, you can whip up over 750 long tail keywords
for each search term.  Unlike other free keyword research tools, this tool works
like a charm 99.9% of the time, so you know you can count on it.

It snaps up Google's keyword suggestions and serves them up in a super user-friendly way,
giving you some serious SEO smarts.

The Deal Maker
keywordtool.io stands out by giving you suggestions based on your chosen
Google domain and language. That's customization at its finest!



1.Competitor Breakdown: Dive into rival keywords for a winning edge.

2.Content Enhancement: Amp up your content game for top search engine ranking. 

3.Global/Local Focus: Fine-tune tactics for diverse regions and languages.

4.Trend Tracking: Sync content with the latest keyword buzz for better exposure.

5.Tool Harmony: Effortless flow with fellow marketing tools.

6.Budget-Savvy Promotion: Hit the bullseye with high-yield keywords.

7.Easy Access: User-friendly for all, slashing time and effort.

What’s in it for me?



SEO.ai has an arsenal of algorithms that whip up optimized content and keywords.
It's the ultimate AI sidekick for cranking out articles that are pure SEO gold.

That's not all, it throws in a top-notch AI editor to make sure your content
is squeaky clean and error-free.

The Deal Maker
SEO.ai isn't just stopping at optimized content. It's also got real-time SERP
analysis and a dose of machine learning to level up your content game



1.Boosted Exposure: SEO.ai elevates your search engine rankings, making you standout online.

2.Precision Traffic: Pulls in folks ready to take action, boosting your chances of bagging leads and sales.

3.Time Well Spent: Automates tricky SEO jobs, freeing up your crew for the main game.

4.Adapts on the Fly: Keeps tabs on the trends, so you can stay ahead of the pack.

5.Slick User Experience: Amps up your site's speed, style, and content engagement.

6.Rock-Solid Returns: Puts your efforts where they count, raking in those returns.

7.Built to Last: Sets you up for long-term growth, riding the market's twists and turns.

What’s in it for me?



Scalenut is like an AI wizard that does some serious sorcery – it digs out keyword clusters,
cooks up killer content briefs, and turbocharges your content  for those A-list rankings!

But hold on, there's more. Scalenut isn't just a one-trick pony
– it also throws in design tools. And let's be real, those can be a game-changer
for giving your brand and marketing game a real boost.

The Deal Maker
We haven't even hit the peak of this tool's awesomeness – it also packs AI writing
and SEO research tools in its arsenal.



1.Efficiency Boost: Smooths out content and design crafting, saving you time and money.

2.Bigger Digital Footprint: Amps up SEO for more eyes on your stuff.

3.Brand Harmony: Keeps everything in sync with your unique brand vibes.

4.Smart Moves with Data: Dishes out insights to fuel your strategic choices.

5.Ready to Expand: Adapts and grows alongside your business ambitions.

6.Teamwork and Harmony: Supercharges collaboration and slips right into your existing groove.

What’s in it for me?



Neuron Writer AI tool taps into the realm of natural language processing
recommendations to finely tune the content on your website.

This tool is a game-changer for content creators aiming to craft SEO-friendly
content that lands those high-ranking spots.

The Deal Maker
Armed with AI writing, plagiarism-checking superpowers, and a competitor
insights arsenal, this AI tool is an absolute must for anyone steering a website ship.



1.Time-Efficient Content Creation: Automate the process of generating high-quality content, saving you time and effort.

2.Consistent Brand Voice: Maintain a consistent brand voice, reinforcing your identity
and messaging for better customer recognition.

3.Diverse Content Creation: Create diverse content, from blog posts to social media updates.

4.Idea Generation: Generate fresh ideas and inspiration, ensuring you always have a pool of creative concepts to draw from.

5.Language Adaptation: Reach a wider audience by easily translating content into different languages.

6.Resource Allocation: Delegate routine content creation to Neuron Writer, allowing your team to focus
on strategic initiatives and high-value tasks.

7.Cost Savings: By automating content creation, you can potentially reduce the costs associated with hiring
dedicated content creators/ agencies.

What’s in it for me?



Rev up your site's speed and blaze past the competition with Screpy!
This AI-powered tool cranks up your page speed analysis
with a smooth Google Lighthouse blend.

The Deal Maker
This tool dishes out intricate metrics, auto-generates tasks for performance
boost, and serves up info-packed reports that'll overhaul your website
optimization tactics.



1.Better User Journey: Effortless exploration and interaction by nixing bottlenecks.

2.Sneak Peek at Rivals: Get into your competitors' minds to fine-tune your game.

3.Performance Watchdog: Keep tabs on speed, uptime, and vital metrics for prime visibility.

4.Smart Time Management: Let Screpy AI handle the routine, freeing you up for what matters.

5.Insights-Backed Calls: Make informed website tweaks with Screpy AI's guidance.

6.Bug Buster: Swiftly fix glitches like busted links and images.

7.Constant Upgrade: Stay in the lead with Screpy AI's ongoing site analysis.

What’s in it for me?



MarketBrew.ai is the cutting-edge AI platform that turbocharges businesses
toward SEO success. Wondering how to beat your rivals?
This is the tool you've been waiting for!
From keyword analysis to site audits, it digs deep to uncover
the secrets to your triumph.

The tool wields the Anchor Text Graph and advanced content analysis to decode
your competitors' SERP dominance.

The Deal Maker
This tool pinpoints your landing page's topic cluster and crunches the crucial
Expertise Score numbers, a key player in nailing those E-E-A-T guidelines.



1.Search Engine Insights: Market Brew unveils your site's search engine perspective, predicting ranking shifts.

2.Future Forecasting: Get ahead by planning SEO adjustments with impact forecasts pre-implementation.

3.Instant Intel: Respond swiftly to algorithm shifts using Market Brew's real-time updates.

4.Tailored Reports: Receive custom reports with actionable advice for your business.

5.Efficiency Boost: Test tactics' effects to dodge ineffective strategies and save time.

6.Unified Hub: Integrate Market Brew with other marketing tools for streamlined data.

What’s in it for me?



Close to 69% of your customers are all about videos, leaving text in the dust.
To tap into this crowd, you've got Elai.io with its AI mojo.

This tool's got the goods – it whips up videos from your text and even nails
multilingual voice cloning.

The Deal Maker

This tool automates translations and also crafts videos straight from prompts.



1.Customer Insights: AI-driven strategies match audience preferences.

2.Efficiency Boost: Automation saves time and resources.

3.Predictive Analytics: AI forecasts trends for smarter decisions.

4.Resource Allocation:Budget and staff efficiently with AI guidance.

5.Real-time Monitoring: AI-powered dashboards for quick improvements.

6.Competitive Edge: AI spots emerging opportunities.

7.Customer Satisfaction: Personalization leads to loyalty.

What’s in it for me?



Level up your website and conquer those SERP charts like a pro with AlliAI.
This tool packs a punch with a full range of SEO solutions, taking the hassle
out of your optimization journey. AlliAI taps into the power of artificial intelligence
to serve up profound and intuitive insights, perfectly tuned to your unique
needs and industry.

What's more, it rocks cutting-edge algorithms to dissect and decode user
search intent, fine-tuning content for maximum impact.

The Deal Maker
This tool gives you the upper hand in the digital arena by concentrating
on bulk on-page optimization, strategic insights, and competitor analysis.
It’s your ultimate advantage, all wrapped up.



1.Smart Strategy: Tap into AI insights for smoother SEO planning.

2.Time-Saver Tweaks: Zip through content adjustments with automated tips.

3.Predict Your Wins: Size up SEO changes for bullseye strategies.

4.Engage and Win: Cook up content that clicks with user intent for a real punch.

5.Budget-Friendly Marketing: Alli.ai's all-in-one deal slashes tool costs.

6.Track Your Triumphs: Stay in the loop on SEO progress with custom reports and dashboards.

What’s in it for me?



Looking to jazz up your content with eye-catching infographics?
If the answer's yes, say hello to Outline Ninja.

This AI-driven tool whips up captivating infographics for your content.
With Outline Ninja, a single search phrase unlocks a world of insights.

The Deal Maker
It delves into prime Google outcomes, related keywords, Quora and Reddit queries,
and a whole lot more.



1.Efficiency Boost: Speedily craft precise roadmaps, aiding planning and communication.

2.Clear Communication: Share well-structured outlines, cutting down on misunderstandings.

3.Smooth Collaboration: Real-time sharing and editing amps up teamwork.

4.Shared Objectives: Outline Ninja syncs goals and strategies for united aims.

5.Project Mastery: Elevate organization with task lists and project outlines.

6.Flexi Plans: Modify outlines seamlessly, adapting to project shifts.

7.Informed Choices: Analyze options with structured outlines for confident decisions.

What’s in it for me?



You've likely heard the buzz about AIPRM, the AI tool that's stealing the show.
It's armed with features and prompts that turn SEO into a walk in the park. 
This state-of-the-art tool cooks up optimized content, dishes out keyword ideas,
and breaks down the latest search trends. 

But wait, there's more – AIPRM for ChatGPT takes it up a notch by serving you
data analytics insights that'll turbocharge your decision-making game.

The Deal Maker
This tool is all about multilingual content creation, giving you the upper hand
in crafting international SEO strategies.



1.Stay Ahead of the Game: Let AI predict and handle potential risks like a champ.

2.Informed Moves: Make strategic decisions and allocate resources backed by data insights.

3.Keep Your Guard Up: Real-time monitoring nips emerging risks in the bud, so you can act fast.

4.Efficiency Boost: Automation saves time and ramps up accuracy.

5.Rules in Check: Stay on top of regulatory risks to stay in the clear.

6.Smooth Sailing: Prep for disruptions and ensure business keeps rolling.

7.Build Confidence: Showcase top-notch risk management that boosts stakeholder trust.

What’s in it for me?



Want more?
AI has transformed SEO and there is no turning back!

Are you ready to Ai-amp up your SEO game?
Get in touch with the SEO Experts at AdLift Today!


